Getafe, 23 February 2018

CALL FOR A PREDOCTORAL CONTRACT
WITHIN THE PROJECT
‘LIVED ANCIENT RELIGION IN NORTH AFRICA’
Within the framework of the research project Lived Ancient Religion in North Africa, led by Dr.
Valentino Gasparini, the Carlos III University of Madrid is going to convene a predoctoral contract
aimed at completing a doctoral thesis linked to the project at UC3M. This contract is funded by the
Community of Madrid within the framework of the call for grants to attract research talent for
incorporation into research groups of the Community of Madrid through Order 3112/2017 of the
Minister of Education, Youth and Sports (ref. 2017-T1/HUM-5709).
The research contract has a duration of one year, extendable up to a maximum of 4 years, and
includes a minimum salary of 12,418 euros gross per annum, Social Security coverage and additional
specific allowance for short research stays, travel and subsistence costs.
Candidates must hold a Bachelor's degree or university degree with at least 300 ECTS credits
(European Credit Transfer System) or Master, or equivalent, and have been provisionally admitted to
a PhD program (even if not matriculated yet), but NOT have the title of doctor. The candidates for
the contract linked to the Lived Ancient Religion in North Africa project must also gather as specific
requirements a broad knowledge of the Latin language and its epigraphy, and an adequate
archaeological and historico-religious formation. Those without these formal qualifications may be
asked to undergo a short test during the selection process.
The time allowed for the application will be very short, between five and seven days, so potential
candidates should ideally have their applications previously prepared. It is likely that the call will
open during the week of February 26 or the following. In this sense, it is advisable that the interested
parties send an email as soon as possible to Dr. Valentino Gasparini (vgaspari@hum.uc3m.es) with
expression of intention to compete and a CV attached.
The regulations governing the call can be found in:
http://portal.uc3m.es/portal/page/portal/inicio/universidad/empleo_universidad/personal_docente_e_i
nvestigador/contratos_predoc_proy_inv/Normativa.pdf
The application, when the call will be opened, must be made on the website of the Carlos III
University of Madrid, at the following link (Ref.- tentatively- I04-1718):
http://portal.uc3m.es/portal/page/portal/inicio/universidad/empleo_universidad/personal_docente_e_i
nvestigador/contratos_predoc_proy_inv

